
A National Bank,the essential tool to serve the National Physical Economy! 

 

 

Attention- Chairperson,and committee team,  
Dear Team, 
Please be assured, many Australian citizens are patently aware, your appointment of investigation 
into regional banking efficacy,and integrity statutes, is one of/or? the most important assignment 
invested upon you,particularly so,at this juncture- of where the unbridled(LAW UNTO 
THEMSELVES),private/corporate international economic forces are at play!!  
Generally- the masses are treated like mushrooms!,but, many among them, choose to embrace,and 
cultivate, their Divinely gifted infinite creative ability,and are passionate for the knowledge of 
TRUTH.And right now, the depth,and breadth of this knowledge is literally terrifying! No doubt, you 
are bound to rigid terms of reference within this assignment, that will deliver according to a 
particular template?We all have extended family, that we all should care for their general welfare 
also!( a most beautiful Divine gift enshrined within Us),I strongly urge for you to engage with your 
Divine Spirit also, during these deliberations, as this could be the only/last opportunity to re-
introduce some genuine,equitable,essential and, "HONEST", banking services to every Australian 
citizen.Anything lesser,clearly is failure! 
 
A Federally enshrined Australia Post Bank- is the elementary option to address the very serious issue 
of shrinking,and declining, essential full banking services, for our nation to function effectively, and 
sustainably, in a globally dependent operations arena today.Australia Post is beautifully 
structured,and it's physical presence is perfect to deliver excellence in all banking needs, to the 
entire nation; Distant,regional,and remote environs of our country is where "ALL" the new- tangible 
physical principals wealth begins it's journey-period,opposing debate>futile.  
 
Our cities are where the masses live,and work, but,it never was, never will be, the principal engine 
room balance wheel of a truly- new physical principals wealth creation economy,Cities have a role to 
play, unfortunately their sheer magnitude in size,and population,is demonstrably inefficient,( Serious 
study of "City Limits",sobering revelations indeed!).. have been exposed in spades,just how 
vulnerable they can become, particularly so, during severe crisis, i.e, Corona virus pandemic.The bulk 
of the "Monetary Economic Wealth", (read- "hoard",), will be locked within the sophisticated 
security vault systems within these cities, Sadly, the most profound number of casualties of Corona 
19,-sick, diseased,and/or deceased persons, are within these large metropolis. 
 
Money, currency, bullion, locked in a vault,or numbers in a computer,it's physical capacity 
contribution to the general welfare, is zero. The regions are desperate for essential infrastructure, to 
house, educate, nourish, and harmonize many more people to participate in the real wealth creation 
platforms--DECENTRALIZATION from the cities to the regions is assignment #2 desperately waiting in 
the wings for your attention also; A National Australia Post peoples bank could provide the seed 
capital also, for establishment of a national bank with broad based infrastructure,and manufacture 
credit issue powers, to seriously value add to our massive broad based natural resource assets is the 
fundamental catalyst to ignite a beautiful new paradigm that will shine a Divine light upon Australia 
for the whole world to assimilate!  
 
Kind Regards, 
Noel G Stratford.  
 
 


